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Nixon and the Environment.Nixon and the Environment.Nixon and the Environment.Nixon and the Environment.Nixon and the Environment. By J. Brooks Flippen. Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 2000. ix + 308 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$24.95.

Despite a childhood in Southern California, Richard Nixon was so hopelessly
disconnected from nature that he wore dress shoes to the beach. Yet, no other chief
executive approved as much important environmental legislation. J. Brooks Flippen
grapples with this paradox in his excellent monograph. Flippen argues that the
president’s motives were simply political. His was a “carefully crafted and cun-
ningly planned” strategy to court the burgeoning environmental movement and
outflank potential presidential rivals, while still protecting key business constituen-
cies from more aggressive environmental policies (p. 62). Later, Nixon just as calcu-
latingly abandoned environmentalists when they failed to support him, while
economic stagnation, business opposition, and the energy crisis dampened public
enthusiasm for further reform.

Maintaining a tight chronological focus on the development of Nixon’s envi-
ronmental policies, Flippen demonstrates that between 1969 and 1971 the adminis-
tration crafted ambitious initiatives to peel away political moderates from the
Democrats. Personally committed to the cause, Interior Secretary Walter Hickel
and staffers such as John Whitaker and Russell Train played to Nixon’s political
pragmatism by urging him to “take the initiative away from the Democrats” and
“identify the Republican Party with concern with environmental quality” (p. 47).
Hoping that an activist agenda would neutralize one of Edmund Muskie’s issues in
the 1972 presidential campaign, Nixon approved the landmark National Environ-
mental Policy Act and legislation on clean air, national parks, endangered species,
pesticides, coastal protection, and ocean dumping restrictions. As Russell Train put
it, it was the Nixon era that “put into place the basic principles and framework of
environmental law” (p. 227).

Despite these accomplishments, the White House gained nothing. Criticized by
environmentalists, who wanted even more from him, and upstaged by Democrats in
Congress, a frustrated Nixon determined to change strategy. Capitalizing on cleav-
ages over the Vietnam War and racial issues, Nixon embraced a conservative domes-
tic agenda, including support for industrial polluters and opposition to further reform.
With his reelection assured, Nixon later sacked or reassigned most of his environmen-
tal advisors. Only Watergate blunted Nixon’s conservative revolution.

Nixon and the Environment is highly recommended for students of environ-
mental politics and policy. Flippen conducted superb interviews with key activists
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and officials, and solid research in the Nixon administration papers in the National
Archives and the senatorial papers of Edmund Muskie and Henry Jackson. Flippen
writes with flair and an exacting eye for important details buried in bureaucratic
memos. In particular, this book provides a fresh perspective on the environmental
movement’s efficacy in accomplishing its goals. While critics often claim the
movement’s failures were due to its conservatism, Flippen suggests that it was single-
minded advocates and unrealistic expectations of Nixon, who could not ignore his
business constituency, that destroyed bipartisan support for the environment. As
David Brower told the author, “[environmentalists] did not know how to say thank
you” to Nixon. He “had great promise and did great things, but we deserted him” (p.
228). Given Nixon’s general rightward shift, bipartisan cooperation may have been
doomed anyway, but the cost of the movement’s militancy is still worth pondering,
as is this fine book.

Reviewed by Thomas R. WThomas R. WThomas R. WThomas R. WThomas R. Wellockellockellockellockellock,     assistant professor of history at Central Wash-
ington University and author of Critical Masses: Opposition to Nuclear Power in
California, 1958–1978 (University of Wisconsin Press, 1998).

The EnvironmentThe EnvironmentThe EnvironmentThe EnvironmentThe Environmental Presidencyal Presidencyal Presidencyal Presidencyal Presidency. Edited by Dennis L. Soden. Albany: State Uni-
versity of New York Press, 1999. 366 pp. Graphs, notes, index, list of contributors.
Cloth $73.50, paper $24.95.

The purpose of this compilation of ten essays is to frame a concept of an “environ-
mental presidency.” How and to what extent have the modern presidents—prima-
rily those since the World War II—influenced the development of environmental
and natural resources policy? What can one conclude about the role of the presi-
dency in this regard? With such a broad focus, one might expect the book’s answers
to be too general or simplistic, for the breadth of environmental policy in these
years is matched only by its complexity. Editor Dennis Soden and his contributors,
however, pull the task off admirably.

First, the authors appreciate that no president operates in a vacuum. Changing
political and social forces affect both the motivation of each president and his
ability to act. In judging the presidents, therefore, the authors place each into the
proper historical context. Likewise, the authors appreciate the complexity of the
office itself, recognizing five major roles or responsibilities traditionally delin-
eated by political scientists to explain the presidency. They are, in descending
order of relative presidential power, commander-in-chief, chief diplomat, chief
executive, legislative leader, and opinion leader. In fact, the heart of the book
approaches the subject not in a straight chronological fashion, but rather from the
perspective of these roles and responsibilities.

After a short introductory essay by Soden outlining the purpose of the book and
framing the debate, the next two essays provide the background to the modern era.
The first notes the importance of national expansion and economic growth in the
formation of nineteenth-century natural resources policy, while the second focuses
on the development of conservation from the Progressive Era through the New
Deal. Just as the nation slowly came to realize that it did not enjoy limitless re-
sources, the power of the office of the presidency grew tremendously. The various
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presidents, therefore, often led the way, most notably the two Roosevelt administra-
tions. While these two essays draw rather obvious conclusions, both are necessary to
illustrate for the general reader the historic lack of concern for environmental quality.

The emergence of modern environmentalism had a tremendous impact on the
presidency, the remaining essays explain, just as the various presidents played a key
role in the development of federal environmental policy. In the role of chief execu-
tive, presidents often face a fragmented and adversarial political system, one that
can limit his influence. However, wise use of the “managerial presidency” (p. 77)—
administrative control of the regulatory bureaucracy and the use of executive or-
ders, for example—places the president in a much more advantageous position to
carry out his agenda. The day-to-day responsibilities of the office of the presidency
provides a less public but nevertheless forceful platform for action.

In the role of legislative leader, the president’s powers are less direct, often miti-
gated by his concern for other legislative matters. In fact, the environment has never
been the central component of any modern president’s legislative agenda, with
Congress taking the lead. Nonetheless, coalition building and compromise have
allowed presidents a strong influence, as evidenced by the active role of George
Bush in the passage of the Clean Air Act of 1990 and the passive role of Bill Clinton
in passage of the California Desert Protection Act of 1994. Interestingly, the book
points out, “there appears to be no clear relationship between the party of the
president, or presidential administrations, and the passage of pro-environmental
legislation” (p. 140). Perhaps in a related sense, presidents have been more likely to
exhibit leadership on the issue once elected than during the political campaign. “It
was not until the mid-1980s that the public rallied decisively around environmen-
talism” (p.180), the book claims in one of its more controversial essays. In a general
sense, therefore, action has not been linked to any policy mandate from the public.

Two of the best essays deal with the president as chief diplomat and commander-
in-chief. While these roles have traditionally very little to do with the environment,
both essays recognize the international nature of environmental degradation and
the need for joint action. The book provides excellent detail on the impact of war,
the use of nuclear power and weapons, and the problems of cleaning up military
facilities. It traces the diplomatic efforts of the various postwar presidents, and
concludes that the role of the presidency will increase as the world grows smaller
and environmental problems multiply.

In the end, while reticent to designate a “winner of a contest” (p. 348), the authors
present Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon as the most influential presidents.
They find the role of chief executive as the most influential in environmental
policy, followed, in turn, by legislative leader, opinion leader, chief diplomat, and,
lastly, commander-in-chief. This is, obviously, a vastly different power alignment
than that delineated by political scientists for other aspects of the presidency. With
its focus on the various roles of the presidency, this book will undoubtedly be of
more interest to political scientists than to historians. Nevertheless, anyone inter-
ested in modern environmental politics will find it essential reading.

Reviewed by Brooks FlippenBrooks FlippenBrooks FlippenBrooks FlippenBrooks Flippen, associate professor of history at Southeastern Okla-
homa State University. Mr. Flippen is the author of the recently published Nixon
and the Environment (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2000).
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Conservation Reconsidered: Nature, Virtue, and American Liberal Democ-Conservation Reconsidered: Nature, Virtue, and American Liberal Democ-Conservation Reconsidered: Nature, Virtue, and American Liberal Democ-Conservation Reconsidered: Nature, Virtue, and American Liberal Democ-Conservation Reconsidered: Nature, Virtue, and American Liberal Democ-
racyracyracyracyracy. Edited by Charles T. Rubin. Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers,
Inc., 2000. xix + 254 pp. Index. Cloth $65.00, paper $24.95.

As Bob Pepperman Taylor writes in an “Afterword” to this collection of essays, the
book is intended to challenge “the view that environmental values and commit-
ments are best promoted by rejecting our cultural, moral, aesthetic, or political
inheritances” (p. 230). According to several of the authors as outlined in the book’s
preface, contemporary “radical environmentalists” believe that the anthropocen-
tric orientation of human culture has caused the environmental degradation we see
all around us, and the only solution is to adopt a “biocentric” or “eco-centric”
approach that will “seek to save the earth out of an egalitarian concern for the well-
being of all ecosystems, their living and nonliving components alike” (p. x). The
argument of this collection, by contrast, is not that man is the center of creation,
but, in Taylor’s words, that humans have “a proper, justifiable, distinctive, and
perhaps even good role to play within this creation” (p. 234). Since people have the
power to destroy or preserve the environment, an important question is by what
political process they will determine environmental policy.

A number of the essays question the traditional distinction in environmental
history between utilitarian and preservationist or aesthetic conservationists. In es-
says on John Muir (Bruce Pencek), Theodore Roosevelt (Jeffrey Salmon), Gifford
Pinchot (Marlo Lewis Jr.), Aldo Leopold (Larry Arnhart), Ralph Waldo Emerson
(Charles T. Rubin), Henry David Thoreau (Bob Pepperman Taylor), and Frederick
Law Olmsted (Marc Landy), the authors use careful and thorough readings of their
subjects’ works to make the case that these pioneers of conservation did not regard
utilitarian and preservationist approaches as fundamentally incompatible. Although
nature exists prior to and outside of human understanding, men and women have
both the mental capacity to use and alter nature for their own benefit, and the
moral ability to consider the desirability and propriety of so doing. As members of
a democratic society, men like Thoreau, Theodore Roosevelt, and Olmsted were
concerned not only with managing resources for the benefit of all, but with build-
ing the moral and intellectual resources among citizens that would enable Ameri-
cans to make wise choices on these issues.

Modern environmentalists, by contrast, writes Marlo Lewis Jr., are skeptical of
democracy, voluntary consensus, and individual rights, and instead call for a global
regime of quasi-dictatorial “controls on population growth, consumption, technol-
ogy development, and trade” (p. 67). Through reexamination of the democratic
convictions of the founding fathers of American conservation, the book seeks to
raise questions about the anti-democratic implications of contemporary environ-
mentalism and to reaffirm the viability of conservation within a liberal democratic
tradition.

Readers familiar with Terry L. Anderson’s Political Economy Research Center in
Bozeman, Montana, which publishes the Political Economy Forum series in which
this volume appears, may be inclined to assume the book will reflect Anderson’s
well-known “enviro-capitalist” or “free market environmentalist” viewpoint. That
would be a mistake. Although some of the essays (most notably Marlo Lewis Jr.’s on
Gifford Pinchot and James Lennox’s on John Muir and Darwinism) suggest that a
free market may regulate human interaction with the environment, the arguments
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presented in the book are not strident or simplistic. Rather, the authors contend that
solving environmental problems will require compromises and trade-offs between
people and nature, among people, and among natural systems. Achieving such
balance is, traditionally, the special strength of democracy. In short, the book re-
minds us that, in dealing with the natural environment as in so many other areas,
Winston Churchill was right when he declared that democracy is the worst of all
systems of government—except for all the others.

Reviewed by Kendrick A. ClementsKendrick A. ClementsKendrick A. ClementsKendrick A. ClementsKendrick A. Clements, professor of history at the University of South
Carolina. Mr. Clements is the author, most recently, of Hoover, Conservation, and
Consumerism: Engineering the Good Life (University Press of Kansas, 2000).

Saving the Planet: The American Response to the Environment in the TSaving the Planet: The American Response to the Environment in the TSaving the Planet: The American Response to the Environment in the TSaving the Planet: The American Response to the Environment in the TSaving the Planet: The American Response to the Environment in the Twen-wen-wen-wen-wen-
tieth Century.tieth Century.tieth Century.tieth Century.tieth Century. By Hal K. Rothman. Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2000. 215 pp. Biblio-
graphic note, index. $24.95.

Hal Rothman’s survey broadly chronicles America’s responses to domestic environ-
mental challenges from the 1890s to the last decade of the late century. Many of the
usual suspects are here: Pinchot, Muir, Theodore Roosevelt, Carson, Ehrlich, Watt
and Gorsuch, the Hetch-Hetchy controversy, Echo Park Dam, NEPA, Love Canal,
the Santa Barbara oil blowout, and Three Mile Island. Missing from his analysis is
the entire “left wing” of the environmental movement such as Herman Daly, Amory
and Hunter Lovins of the Rocky Mountain Institute, Lester Brown of World Watch,
ecofeminists in general, E. F. Schumacher (English but with great influence in the
U.S.), deep ecologists, Jeremy Rifkin, Wendell Berry, and David Orr. A complete
history of American environmentalism would surely include these influentials.

A rolling survey, Rothman’s book begins with the Progressive conservation move-
ment of Pinchot and Teddy Roosevelt, gives a nod to Muir and the preservationists,
and then comes down through the New Deal to the post–World War II malaise and
the growing irrelevance of the movement. He then discusses its revival in the new
wilderness movement led by Howard Zahniser, David Brower, and others in the
late 1950s and early 1960s. Following that, the great turning point was the develop-
ment of environmentalism, which he at first distinguishes in several ways from the
earlier conservation movement but then at the end of the book argues that it was
really the same thing after all. This is puzzling since he asserts that the conservation
movement was a radical departure from American values but then at the end sug-
gests they were both centrist. Part of the problem, of course, is that these movements
were big, messy coalitions of individuals and organizations with different premises,
visions, interests, and goals, and they are hard to characterize.

Rothman describes the evolution of environmentalism, beginning in the 1970s,
in contradistinction to conservation, and its development of a system of environ-
mental legislation, its concern more with quality of life issues focusing on toxicity.
He then analyzes the Reagan-Watt backlash, probably the most insightful part of
the book. Finally, he describes the American consensus, a centrist position that
eschews both EarthFirst! and the so-called Property Rights and Wise Use move-
ments (which held that jobs and environment are not compatible). In the end,
environmentalism has come full circle and, as a consensus, centrist position, looks
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like nothing so much as the old conservation. (Certainly the environmentalism of
the Clinton years, which stress that prosperity and protection are compatible, looks
like this.) Americans, he says in conclusion, are “pale green.”

Rothman’s characterizations and distinctions are at times a bit hazy or confus-
ing. For example, he argues that the environmental movement was in part the result
of middle-class individualism and selfishness, yet it could also be said that environ-
mentalism is often concerned with the good of the community whereas the tradi-
tional market approach to nature is concerned only with individual and corporate
gain. This error is perhaps due in part to Rothman’s neglect of the more global
concerns of environmentalists and to the fact that, while the NIMBY syndrome has
been present, it has not dominated environmentalism in America. On balance,
environmentalism has been as much or more concerned with the common good on
a national and even global scale. Neither does Rothman drive home the severe
nature of the environmental crisis, the radical discontinuity of twentieth-century
civilization’s impact on the natural world. A sense of urgency, which could only
have been provided by more of the actual history of the environmental impacts, is
missing from the picture.

Nonetheless, Saving the Planet is a valuable book. Rothman sets his analysis in
the larger context of political, social, and economic history. He also rightly stresses
the constant tension between “united” and “states,” which has led to controversies
over what levels of government should control resources and make decisions about
how U.S. residents interact with nature. Conservationists and environmentalists
have tended to be federalists. Westerners in general and the Reagan (and now
Bush?) Republicans are states’ rights advocates. Saving the Planet should make an
excellent addition to the classroom either as a supplement for American history
courses or as a central text in environmental history courses.

Reviewed by Kent D. ShifferdKent D. ShifferdKent D. ShifferdKent D. ShifferdKent D. Shifferd, professor emeritus at Northland College where he
taught environmental history for twenty-five years. Mr. Shifferd was one of the
founders of ASEH and served as its first book review editor. He is currently working on
a full-length survey of world environmental history.

A Country in the Mind: WA Country in the Mind: WA Country in the Mind: WA Country in the Mind: WA Country in the Mind: Wallace Stegner, Bernard DeVallace Stegner, Bernard DeVallace Stegner, Bernard DeVallace Stegner, Bernard DeVallace Stegner, Bernard DeVoto, Historyoto, Historyoto, Historyoto, Historyoto, History, and the, and the, and the, and the, and the
American LandAmerican LandAmerican LandAmerican LandAmerican Land. By John L. Thomas. New York: Routledge, 2000. 256 pp. Maps,
illustrations, bibliography, index. $22.00.

Bernard DeVoto (1897–1955) and Wallace Stegner (1909–1993), two of the most
honored writers on the American West, are legends for obvious reasons. Each re-
ceived the Pulitzer Prize, wrote epic works on the western movement, and even
today are required reading in historical and literary circles. Although Stegner was
somewhat younger, the two became friends who appreciated and complemented
the work of the other. What is less known is that the men became environmental
activists later in life. It is to this point that John L. Thomas directs his attention in
this insightful book. As the author argues, “both men railed against the spoilers and
their apologists, and called for an expanded role for the federal government” (p. 5).

The book begins with a review of the literary careers and personal developments
of DeVoto and Stegner, noting that their early writing led invariably towards envi-
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ronmentalism. After World War II their crusade began in earnest. Using his “Easy
Chair” at Harper’s, DeVoto began to campaign against what he saw as the despoil-
ing of western lands by eastern financial interests and western ranchers who, in an
early manifestation of the “Sagebrush Rebellion,” wanted to secure public lands for
their own benefit. DeVoto’s answer to the threat of such plunder was to argue for
strict federal regulations. Stegner soon joined the cause and together the two influ-
ential writers became environmental spokesmen. Although outspoken activists they
were by no means radicals. They worked with the pen and intellectual arguments to
create public awareness and bring political pressure to bear on the impending
disaster. DeVoto died in 1955 before he could see the results of his efforts, but
Stegner continued long enough to see some positive results. During his last ten
years, in particular, Stegner used his considerable writing talents to argue against
the “unforgivable mismanagement of the Reagan administration” (p. 213).

This a well-written and fascinating book. For anyone interested in issues related
to the public domain and the continued efforts of livestock and grazing interests to
their have their way, A Country in the Mind is a must read. It provides a better
appreciation of these two literary giants, and presents the environmental issues they
were concerned with in historical context.

Reviewed by Robert TRobert TRobert TRobert TRobert Trennertrennertrennertrennertrennert, professor of history at Arizona State University
specializing in frontier and Indian history. His most recent book is White Man’s
Medicine: Government Doctors and the Navajo, 1863–1955 (University of New
Mexico Press, 1998).

Brush With Death: A SocBrush With Death: A SocBrush With Death: A SocBrush With Death: A SocBrush With Death: A Social History of Lead Pial History of Lead Pial History of Lead Pial History of Lead Pial History of Lead Poooooisonisonisonisonisoninginginginging. By Christian Warren.
Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000. xiv + 362 pp. Notes, index.
$45.00.

Brush With Death tells the fascinating—often infuriating—story of “the twentieth
century’s saturnine binge” (p. 258), detailing the dramatic increase in lead in the
American environment during the first half of the 1900s, and analyzing the indus-
trial, governmental, and scientific forces that conspired to generate an epidemic of
lead poisoning that had particularly tragic consequences for the country’s children.
That compounds of lead are toxic has been known since antiquity, and numerous
occupational and broader environmental sources of plumbism were familiar to
physicians by the nineteenth century. After tracing the earlier history of on-the-job
lead poisoning, Warren explores how in the early twentieth century exposure to
lead spread beyond the factory and workshop, primarily through the aggressive
marketing of white lead house paint and the development of lead tetraethyl as an
additive to gasoline. To be sure, there were other new sources of lead pollution,
such as lead arsenate insecticide sprays that left residues on fruits and vegetables.
But while these are acknowledged, attention is concentrated on paint and gas as the
most serious hazards.

The volume is a deft intertwining of discussion of industry’s promotion of lead
products as essential components of the modern lifestyle with consideration of the
halting progress of medicine in clarifying the toxicology of lead and recognizing
signs of lead poisoning in patients. Prior to the 1930s, Warren argues, lead intoxication
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was a common problem among children, annually causing more than two hundred
deaths nationwide. Pediatric plumbism was rarely diagnosed, however, the victims
of this “silent epidemic” (p. 12) going to their graves as cases of meningitis, polio, or
convulsions. By the 1930s, physicians became more adept at detecting lead poison-
ing, and by finding it most commonly in children who ate paint flakes that had
peeled off neglected walls made plumbism appear to be a disease of poverty. Black
children were perceived to be at special risk, a characterization that insulated lead
poisoning from concern by the general public.

Worries about lead in the environment were sharply intensified following World
War II, as evidence accumulated to show that for every death from acute plumbism
there were hundreds of cases of chronic lead poisoning producing a range of inju-
ries from constipation to mental impairment. The focus remained on the children
of the poor, but the threat was addressed much more effectively than before as
consumer activism pushed health officials into mounting paint removal campaigns
and medical screening and treatment programs. Publicity given the paint menace,
furthermore, heightened public awareness of other sources of environmental lead,
most notably leaded gasoline. Warren devotes an interesting chapter to the battle
that led ultimately to the elimination of leaded gas in the 1980s. That was the same
period, he reminds us in the following chapter, that gentrification of old city-center
neighborhoods became a social phenomenon. As vintage houses were renovated,
the layers of lead paint that were removed generated a new epidemic of “yuppie
plumbism,” ending the perception of lead poisoning as an affliction of the ghetto.

Brush With Death draws heavily on research in archival materials from lead
industries and scientific laboratories, as well as extensive reading in primary litera-
ture. It is a well-organized and readable account of the evolution of a major twen-
tieth-century health threat and a valuable addition to environmental history.

Reviewed by James Whorton,James Whorton,James Whorton,James Whorton,James Whorton, professor of the history of medicine in the Depart-
ment of Medical History and Ethics, School of Medicine, University of Washing-
ton, Seattle.

Smelter Smoke in North America: The PSmelter Smoke in North America: The PSmelter Smoke in North America: The PSmelter Smoke in North America: The PSmelter Smoke in North America: The Politics of Tolitics of Tolitics of Tolitics of Tolitics of Transborder Pransborder Pransborder Pransborder Pransborder Pollutionollutionollutionollutionollution. By
John D. Wirth. Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2000. xx + 268 pp. Maps,
illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.

In the last twenty years, as international trade agreements and transboundary envi-
ronmental problems have assumed greater prominence, national borders have be-
come less relevant both politically and intellectually. In general, environmental
historians have been slow to adopt a transnational framework. Indeed, the literature
remains parochial to the extent that no stream, watershed, or forest appears too
small not to warrant a full-length monograph. Thus, the publication of John Wirth’s
Smelter Smoke in North America: The Politics of Transborder Pollution, is doubly
welcomed for both its international perspective and its close study of a select group
of local issues that shape national environmental law and policy.

Wirth’s investigation is divided into two parts. The first section examines the
U.S.-Canada Trail smelter conflict along the Washington State–British Columbia
boundary from 1927 to 1941. This dispute pitted farmers from the United States
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against the Consolidated Smelter and Mining Company’s (CS&M) milling com-
plex in Trail, British Columbia, whose SO2 fumes damaged the cropland in Northport,
Washington. This long conflict led to a landmark legal precedent that established
the principle, “the polluter pays.” As Wirth persuasively argues, however, American
and Canadian industries were the true victors as the CS&M, along with other
transborder polluters, continued polluting with very little regulation.

After a somewhat abrupt transition, Wirth examines the Clean Air Act enforce-
ment policies developed in the 1980s by Mexican and American officials in the
second section of the book. Wirth argues that these new policies overturned the
favorable precedent established in the Trail case and led to the 1987 shutdown of
the reduction works in Douglas, Arizona, and the development of stricter standards
at two smelters in Sonora, Mexico. The new precedent, the Gray Triangle resolu-
tion, established, according to Wirth, a new equilibrium between mining compa-
nies and public interest groups.

With its balanced approach to scientific, political, and economic change, Smoke
Control in North America showcases an important and innovative model for the
historical analysis of transborder issues. Moreover, Wirth’s detailed but readable
narrative develops the broader historical contexts, moving deftly from local to
national political or legal aspects of the two cases. Despite these significant strengths,
it is difficult to envision a broad audience for this work beyond scholars, graduate
students, and other specialists. Chapters one and four might be useful in an under-
graduate survey of western land policy; however, Wirth’s larger arguments often get
lost in either minutiae or local color. The author’s summaries in chapter seven and
at the ends of chapters three and six demonstrate Wirth’s awareness of this tension
without fully compensating for it. In sum, while Wirth opens up transnational
pollution control policy as a topic of historical exploration and has done so through
solid research, analysis and well-crafted prose, the field will still require a more
comprehensive synthesis.

Reviewed by Jared N. DayJared N. DayJared N. DayJared N. DayJared N. Day, research associate at the Center for the Study and
Improvement of Regulation in Carnegie Mellon University’s Department of Engi-
neering and Public Policy. Mr. Day is also a consulting environmental historian
who specializes in Superfund litigation.

Clearing the Air: The Real Story on the War on Air Pollution.Clearing the Air: The Real Story on the War on Air Pollution.Clearing the Air: The Real Story on the War on Air Pollution.Clearing the Air: The Real Story on the War on Air Pollution.Clearing the Air: The Real Story on the War on Air Pollution. By Indur M.
Goklany. Washington, D.C.: Cato Institute, 1999. xi + 187 pp. Illustrations, notes,
index. Cloth $19.95, paper $10.95.

It has become common practice among environmental advocates to use history to
justify their positions. A recent book that makes extensive use of history to advocate
policy positions is Indur Goklany’s Clearing the Air: The Real Story of the War on
Air Pollution. Goklany is an analyst with the U.S. Department of the Interior. The
CATO Institute is a libertarian think tank that promotes limited government and free
markets.

In keeping with its title, Clearing the Air is an attempt to set the record straight
about the war on air pollution. Goklany argues that it is wrong to give the federal
Clean Air Act credit for the improvement in air quality seen over the last three
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decades, since data on historical trends show that per capita emissions of SO2, VOC,
NOx, CO, and PM, as well as urban smoke concentrations, had peaked and were in
decline long before Congress passed the modern form of the Act in 1970.

If the federal program was not responsible for cleaner air, then what was? Goklany
attributes the improvement to a societal mechanism he calls “the environmental
transition.” Over the long term, emissions of a pollutant will increase to the point at
which its harmfulness becomes recognized, then the problem is addressed and the
pollutant starts to decline. Goklany explains this phenomenon to be a function
principally of wealth and technology: as affluence and technological sophistica-
tion increase, the human desire to improve living standards causes pollution prob-
lems to be addressed. The environmental transition is driven by state programs and
the natural replacement of inefficient, polluting technologies with superior, cleaner
technologies.

Samuel Hays and others have previously noted the correlation between afflu-
ence and environmental improvement, and the plot of that relationship has been
termed “the Kuznets Curve,” but Goklany takes the argument to a new level. To
Goklany, the fact that emission trends for these pollutants began to decline prior to
1970 indicates that federal air pollution legislation was for the most part unneces-
sary, since existing forces would have reduced emissions anyway. Moreover, accord-
ing to Goklany, the federal program was inefficient because it was designed to carry
out the job using command-and-control methods.

Goklany makes these arguments fully recognizing that the act currently has many
supporters. He thus offers rebuttals to two arguments that have been used to justify
the federalization of clean air regulation: (1) that prior to 1970 the states competed
to have the least stringent standards (the so-called “race to the bottom”), and (2) that
the programs established under the act have been not only effective but cost-effec-
tive, as was argued by a recent EPA study The Benefits and Costs of the Clean Air Act:
1970 to 1990.

While policy entrepreneurs use history to score points, historians should judge
such works not by their utility but by the quality of their scholarship. The book’s
strongest historical narrative is found in its first chapter, where it presents an excel-
lent and comprehensive review of the literature on the history of air pollution and
its control. Thereafter, while the book contains extensive secondary references and
supporting anecdotal evidence, its approach is almost entirely based on data analy-
sis. This is an original and important contribution to the literature, but it has certain
shortcomings.

First, in the absence of a fuller historical treatment the data by itself only suggests
a range of interpretations. Since the effects (i.e., the development of modern envi-
ronmental institutions) could have resulted from a number of causes, a statistical
approach does not provide a way to reason back from the observed effects to the
cause(s). To find the drivers of the environmental transition, one needs to know
specifically what decision makers actually considered. This is the problem: much
of the argument is made by inference rather than by evidence. Conspicuously
absent from the book is any historical evidence examining the decisions of market
leaders or regulators, analysis of the legislative history, or tracking of the evolution
of decision rules that governed policy decisions. However strong the data analysis
is, without more specifics one cannot say that this account of trends has described
the behaviors of the actors sufficiently to identify the underlying cause(s). One
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welcomes a better statistical account of the history, but the account is incomplete
without the details.

A second general concern is that Clearing the Air fails to make a clear distinction
between traditional smoke and modern air pollution problems. After showing that
emissions per capita for the traditional stationary source combustion products (or
products of incomplete combustion) had peaked, the book argues that the act
addressed problems that were already well on their way to being solved by 1970.
This leaves the reader to conclude that the act was (and remains) fundamentally
irrational. The inquisitive reader would stop there and ask, “If emissions had peaked,
why would Congress establish a new federal program to control emissions that were
already being adequately controlled?” Two alternative explanations come to mind.
First, by looking only at one factor and finding that it does not justify a federal role,
the book concludes the act is mistaken. But it is also plausible that Congress was
motivated in 1970 not by a desire to fix pollution problems that were already being
solved but to address problems that were not. And there were in fact unsolved
problems regarding modern air pollution problems to which the act was addressed.
Thus, while the act gained jurisdiction over the pollutants that were already subject
to state programs in order to create a comprehensive national program, the regula-
tory approach applied throughout reflects Congress’s concern for the distinctly
modern pollution problems that were believed to be out of control. This explana-
tion is compatible with the finding that some, more traditional, pollutants were
already leveled off. Second, it may be that ambient concentrations had not peaked
yet, since we can never know the counterfactual scenario. Were it not for the act, the
modern air pollution problems might have gotten much worse than they already
were. It makes no sense to argue that the act was useless because pollution did not
get worse, since the act had a role in making sure it did not get worse. Since the
book’s argument makes a comparison to the counterfactual scenario, that argument
can be neither proved nor disproved.

Third, while Clearing the Air claims that because of the environmental transi-
tion the preexisting forces would have reduced emissions without federal regula-
tion, it never makes clear whether the reduced emissions prior to 1970 resulted from
market forces or from regulation. The book points to advancement of technology
as the principal remedy in the environmental transition, but not by what means
that technology appears. Like the now-famous chads, we are left hanging.

Fourth, the book’s critique of the act’s command-and-control approach, while
consistent with current critiques of environmental regulation, does not address the
fact that state and local air quality programs prior to 1970 also contained com-
mand-and-control elements, such as technology-forcing standards. Not coinciden-
tally, the local programs that worked the best were those that were technology-forcing,
and programs that relied entirely on voluntary self-regulation did not succeed. If
the purpose of the book was to undermine the justification for command-and-
control regulation, as a historical case it tends to show the opposite.

While Clearing the Air makes a solid contribution to the literature, a more
modest title would have been preferable (though such a limited claim might not
have served as well in policy battles). With its argument based almost entirely on
interpretation of data that represent more traditional than modern air pollution
problems, this book’s findings, for all their technical merit, cannot be considered
established as generally applicable principles.
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Reviewed by Alan PAlan PAlan PAlan PAlan P. Loeb. Loeb. Loeb. Loeb. Loeb, formerly a senior attorney at the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency. Mr. Loeb now practices law in Washington, D.C., and is a visiting
professor in the Department of History of the University of Maryland.

Encyclopedia of Hurricanes, Typhoons, and CyclonesEncyclopedia of Hurricanes, Typhoons, and CyclonesEncyclopedia of Hurricanes, Typhoons, and CyclonesEncyclopedia of Hurricanes, Typhoons, and CyclonesEncyclopedia of Hurricanes, Typhoons, and Cyclones. By David Longshore.
New York: Checkmark Books, 2000. ix + 372 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes,
bibliography, and index. Cloth $55.00, paper $19.95.

From John Ford’s “The Hurricane” (1937) and John Huston’s “Key Largo” (1948) to
Wolfgang Petersen’s “The Perfect Storm” and Robert Zemeckis’ “Cast Away” (2000),
the movies have been the principal form in which most Americans have experi-
enced violent tropical storms. The continued expansion of television weather cov-
erage is important too, but a few seconds of wind-blown reporters clutching their
microphones in front of foaming surf and swaying streetlights, followed by satellite
photos of clouds fitfully swirling over a superimposed map of North America, seem
mild by comparison. The aftermath of storms is even less photogenic. One flat-
tened or flooded building looks pretty much like another. Yet, weather, especially
weather disasters, has inspired a spate of new books, of which David Longshore’s is
a recent example.

The author is deputy director of the New York City Department of Transporta-
tion, Division of Bridges. His brief introduction asserts that he has addressed tropi-
cal cyclones (the generic name for the cyclonic disturbances called hurricanes in
the North Atlantic and Caribbean, cyclones in the Indian Ocean and Australia, and
typhoons in the western North Pacific) in science, in history, and in culture. He sees
his book serving as a reference guide to anyone interested in these general topics, as
well as “a diehard core of tropical cyclone enthusiasts.” For them he includes an
appendix with a blank map for tracing the routes of future hurricanes.

Arranged alphabetically from Hurricane Agnes to Tropical Storm Yvette (there is
a mention in an Appendix of a Typhoon Zeb), most of the entries describe the
location and extent of damage of specific storms from the kamikaze (“divine wind”)
that destroyed the invading fleet of Kublai Khan off the coast of Japan in 1281 to
Cyclone John on the northwest coast of Australia, December 15, 1999. Geographi-
cal entries—most of the islands of the Caribbean, all the Gulf and Southeastern
Atlantic coast states, and the major countries of East and South Asia and the Pa-
cific—allow the interested reader to quickly get a sense of the tropical storm history
of each region.

Numerous entries for meteorological terms, a few biographical sketches, and a
few sections on topics such as “animals and tropical cyclones,” “buildings and
tropical cyclones,” and “death tolls and tropical cyclones,” complete the volume.
Although there is constant reference to the increasing cost of these storms due to
unregulated building in coastal areas, there is no discussion of the environmental
implications of tropical storms or their place in larger ecosystems.

Moreover, although he mentions that these storms have appeared as metaphori-
cal symbols in religion, literature, music, the visual arts, and sports teams, he pro-
vides no specific examples. The movies cited above are absent from his discussion.
There is a good, but undeveloped, entry on “television and tropical cyclones,” and
a nice section on “monuments and tropical cyclones,” which describes various
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plaques and memorials to victims of some of the most devastating storms. The
factual information and the bibliography are reliable but incomplete. It is surpris-
ing that there is no list of the many useful websites on extreme weather such as the
one sponsored by the National Center for Atmospheric Research and other federal
agencies: www.esig.ucar.edu/sourcebook. What Longshore has chosen to cover he
does well, but much remains to be written about the environmental and cultural
meanings of tropical cyclones.

Reviewed by Bernard MergenBernard MergenBernard MergenBernard MergenBernard Mergen, professor of American Civilization at George Wash-
ington University and author of Snow in America (Smithsonian Institution Press,
1997). He is currently working on a book on American’s obsession with weather in
the twentieth century.

Northwest Lands, Northwest PNorthwest Lands, Northwest PNorthwest Lands, Northwest PNorthwest Lands, Northwest PNorthwest Lands, Northwest Peoples: Readeoples: Readeoples: Readeoples: Readeoples: Readings in Environmentings in Environmentings in Environmentings in Environmentings in Environmental Historyal Historyal Historyal Historyal History.
Edited by Dale D. Goble and Paul W. Hirt. Seattle: University of Washington Press,
1999. xiv + 552 pp. Illustrations, notes, list of contributors, index. Cloth $60.00,
paper $29.95.

Like so much else in the Pacific Northwest, the relevance of its history has recently
been discovered. No longer a neglected regional backwater, the Northwest has
become the location of several important historical studies. Crafted from a 1996
symposium on Northwest environmental history, this volume highlights the rich-
ness of Northwest materials for research and demonstrates the sophistication of
much recent work.

Faced with the coherence and coverage problems endemic to conference vol-
umes, the editors have made the wise decision to sacrifice breadth in order to
provide multiple perspectives on chosen topics. Within this framework, the section
devoted to Native American environmental history stands out. While most envi-
ronmental historians readily acknowledge Indian impacts on the environment,
these essays go further than the familiar discussions of Indian burning or fishing
practices. David Deur’s article on the prehistory of coastal tribes, for example,
points out that the arrival of disease just prior to contact distorted European and
subsequently historians’ perceptions of food availability. Deur assesses the variety
of Northwest environments, arguing that even before contact resources were not
uniformly abundant but “patchy.” Indians had to labor hard for their food, and
consequently they developed sophisticated systems of collection and cultivation.
Yet as Alan Marshall points out in his essay on the Nez Perce, Europeans were
unable to see Indian agriculture as agriculture. Non-rectilinear plots, an absence of
fences, native plants, and female labor could not adequately signify “agriculture”
to the European mind. Because sedentary agriculture was the principal basis upon
which Europeans asserted their “civilized” nature over Indian “savagery,” Indian
gardens were perhaps predictably “invisible” to European eyes. In a similar vein
Paul Martin and Christina Szuter dispute the still common assumption that Native
Americans had only minimal impact on local animal populations. Instead they
argue that the scarcity of game on the Columbia plateau was not a “natural” condi-
tion to which Indians had adapted, but at least partly a condition of their own
making. To consider animal ranges as “natural”—if by that we mean free of human
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influence—is an absurdity they claim, at least for any period within the last 12,000
years. Together these essays suggest the complexity of the interactions between
Indians and Northwest environments.

In addition to the pieces on Indian environmental history, the book brings us
several other outstanding essays. There are excerpts here from some very fine books,
notably Nancy Langston’s and Paul Hirt’s books on Northwest forestry practices,
Mark Fiege’s book on irrigated agriculture in Idaho, and William Robbins’s envi-
ronmental history of Oregon. In an excellent account of land allotment on the
Yakama Indian reservation, Barbara Leibhardt Webster interweaves legal and envi-
ronmental history, while elsewhere Michael Blum provides an informative and
suddenly very timely history of the region’s electricity system.

A well-edited volume such as this one ultimately reflects the state of the field.
Accordingly, this book emphasizes land use and the processes of production—the
staples of most environmental history. And, in fact, most of the book is organized
around land types or modes of land use (e.g., forestry, rivers, agriculture, and min-
ing). This is an understandable if not fully satisfying strategy. For example, four of
the five essays that address Native American environmental history appear within a
section entitled “First Peoples,” which has the inadvertent effect of equating Native
Americans with a single mode of land use, an inference that the essays themselves
belie. Similarly, with the exception of Carl Abbot’s essay on the “urban footprint”
and Dorothy Zeisler-Vralsted’s piece on urban and agricultural water use, there is
little attention to cities—a shortcoming that the editors openly lament—nor is
there any discussion of consumption. These are, of course, the processes that most
clearly link the Northwest with a national culture and global economy in which
the specificities of place are increasingly obscured.

Overall the strengths and the silences of this volume hint at the limits of current
approaches to environmental history. Most obviously, our regions still tend to be
dictated by a nationalist consciousness; it is an artifact of our training that the
Pacific Northwest in this volume stops at the 49th parallel. Moreover, while the
individual pieces demonstrate the gains to be had by close familiarity with regional
history and ecology, there is little effort here to put these findings into conversation
with the histories and environments of other regions and to ask why these histories
of the Pacific Northwest should matter to those who live and work elsewhere. But
these are not liabilities so much as they are the challenges that this work leaves us
with. Now that we understand the richness of both environmental and Northwest
history, we might ask what difference it would make if we wrote regional histories
with a transregional, even a transnational, consciousness.

Reviewed by Linda NashLinda NashLinda NashLinda NashLinda Nash, assistant professor of history at the University of Washington.

Tie Hackers to Timber Harvesters: The History of Logging in British Columbia’sTie Hackers to Timber Harvesters: The History of Logging in British Columbia’sTie Hackers to Timber Harvesters: The History of Logging in British Columbia’sTie Hackers to Timber Harvesters: The History of Logging in British Columbia’sTie Hackers to Timber Harvesters: The History of Logging in British Columbia’s
InteriorInteriorInteriorInteriorInterior. By Ken Drushka. Madeira Park, B.C.: Harbour Publishing, 1998. 240 pp.
Illustrations, map, index. $44.95.

For those who enjoy the lore and history of the forest and its use, Ken Drushka has
produced another attractive and engaging volume that warrants a place on the
personal library shelf. The volume is large (8 ½" x 11") and long (240 pages) but
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includes over two hundred black and white historical photos and extensive quotes
from oral histories collected by the author. The book is presented in a large page
format, well designed, and with a detailed person-place index (but only limited
topical or substantive entries). This is a book for browsers, easily read and studied, a
few random pages at a time as the reader’s time and interest permits. The eleven
chapters are chronological, presenting a decadal review covering the period from
1850 through the latter 1990s, although the historical context frequently spills over
between the time frame of each chapter and topic. A brief summary chapter, draw-
ing together the historical “lessons learned,” would have helped highlight the im-
portance of the events that are so well described.

The title of the volume is somewhat misleading. The book’s emphasis is prima-
rily on the evolution of the timber processing industry (mainly sawmills, with a
brief discussion of pulp and paper in the later years). Relatively little is said about
the resultant impacts on the forest itself. The reference to “tie hackers” is reflective
of chapter six (“Hacking & Hauling”) dealing with production of hand-hewn rail-
road ties in the 1930s. While logging (harvesting) development is also well treated,
it is somewhat incidental to the history of wood processing (sawmilling). The latter
is an interesting and detailed account of the numerous people and places central to
the various stages of the Inland forest industry development. Brief summary infor-
mation is given at the beginning of each chapter regarding the external forces (e.g.,
geographic, climate, transportation, markets, forest access, and government tenure
policy) shaping development during each period and provides a valuable context
for the chapter historical detail and the personal recollections of the participants in
the Interior British Columbia forest development.

Drushka’s account of the history of the Interior is largely a sympathetic record of
the struggles of settlers and entrepreneurs against the elements of the harsh remote-
ness, physical environment, and nascent economy as the sector struggled towards
modernization, integration, and globalization of forest products. Working against
the odds, those individuals involved in opening the forests first sought to meet the
needs of the gold seekers and the scattered residual settlements. Gradually the local
market emerged due to the opening of water and rail transport routes. Early distant
markets were to the prairies to the east, and ultimately other parts of the United
States and Europe. Drushka documents the struggles of the sawmill and logging
industry as it sought to utilize the “abundant” forest resources and limited technolo-
gies at hand to carve out an economic existence consistent with the realities of
remoteness, physical hardships, limited capital, limited markets, and oft-obsolete
technology. The account of this struggle provides a vivid human face through the
oral narratives included frequently as a supplement to the author’s text.

Drushka provides the reader a glimpse of the underlying factors and constraints
acting upon the forest and sawmill sector in the Interior BC region. The volume
does not develop a clear thesis or framework for placing these events into an analyti-
cal context to assist the reader in understanding why the forest industry experienced
the specific development cycle that is so adequately described in terms of people,
places, and mills. The evident constraints of geography, transportation, technol-
ogy, economy, and policy are each mentioned and provide the context of the
various periods of development. Providing a limited understanding of basic re-
gional economic development would strengthen this historical treatment. In this
sense, the book is primarily descriptive, not analytical.
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The evolution of BC provincial forest policy is seen largely from the perspective
of those seeking access to timber. The concluding chapters note the various policy
studies and reviews of provincial policy from this perspective. Less attention is
given to the often-conflicting interests in forest protection, forest sustainability and
land use, and environmental issues of the day. Early chapters frequently note the
problems of the “cut out and get out” period, reduction of large diameter timber,
and declining stocks of high quality timber. Drushka does not discuss in any detail
the related issues of inadequate regeneration, poor reforestation, clearcutting, or
other environmental impacts of the utilization practices and technologies of the
day. Present-day environmental concerns are raised in the context of constraints on
harvesting and milling. The contemporary issue of forest renewal in BC is not spe-
cifically highlighted as an unresolved issue strongly impacting the sector. Likewise,
the issues surrounding forest tenures and provincial policies on allocating timber,
and the related issues of stumpage fees, leading to the longstanding disputes with
the United States on subsidized production, are not explored in any depth.

Nevertheless, this volume will add substantially to understanding the BC Interior
and the history of the struggle for development of the forest sector. This region has
been much less studied and historically documented than the more prominent BC

coastal forest sector. As Drushka concludes, “the Interior forest industry is facing its
future with uncertainty and doubt—not about its own potential and capabilities,
but about the social, political and market forces that act upon it, and whether those
forces will allow the industry to thrive as it has in the past” (p. 236). This volume
provides valuable insights as to the people, events, places, and forces that will
continue to shape the sector. A further understanding of how these factors will
influence the future will be vital to answering this important question.

Reviewed by Thomas R. WaggenerThomas R. WaggenerThomas R. WaggenerThomas R. WaggenerThomas R. Waggener who is owner/consultant of International
Forest Sector Analysis (IFSA), International Consulting, in Mill Creek, Washington.
Mr. Waggener previously served as professor of Forest Economics, Policy and Inter-
national Trade at the College of Forest Resources and the Center for International
Trade in Forest Products (CINTRAFOR) at the University of Washington in Seattle.

Eden by Design: The 1930 Olmsted-Bartholomew Plan for the Los AngelesEden by Design: The 1930 Olmsted-Bartholomew Plan for the Los AngelesEden by Design: The 1930 Olmsted-Bartholomew Plan for the Los AngelesEden by Design: The 1930 Olmsted-Bartholomew Plan for the Los AngelesEden by Design: The 1930 Olmsted-Bartholomew Plan for the Los Angeles
RegionRegionRegionRegionRegion. By Greg Hise and Bill Deverell. Berkeley: University of California Press,
2000. 323 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. Cloth $48.00, paper $17.95.

Eden by Design: The 1930 Olmsted-Bartholomew Plan for the Los Angeles Region
could not have been published at a more timely moment. There has been a resur-
gence of interest in parks, park planning, and park financing throughout the state of
California with the passage in 2000 of two significant statewide park bond mea-
sures, which have substantial amounts of money for urban parks. The Los Angeles
metropolitan region itself has also recently passed park bond measures and the
region now has over $1 billion in potential park monies. Hise and Deverell’s uncovery
and publication of the Olmsted-Bartholomew plan has provided park advocates
with ammunition for their arguments about preserving the open lands that are left
and for the need for open space in the region.
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Partly this is due to the remarkable fact that Los Angeles has the least amount of
public park area of any large metropolitan region in the country, and did at the
time of the Olmsted-Barthlomew plan as well. Hise and Deverell’s archaeology of
the development and ultimate failure of the Olmsted-Bartholomew plan goes a
long way to explaining why Los Angeles, compared to New York, Chicago, Boston,
and other major American cities did not create parks. And there is most likely a
cautionary tale to be extrapolated from this fascinating story.

Commissioned by the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce in 1927 to produce a
park plan as well as funding mechanisms for its implementation, Olmsted-
Bartholomew did an exhaustive inventory of existing and potential park lands.
They proposed scenic highways throughout the metropolitan area that would en-
chant the motorist and the tourist. They advocated public ownership of beaches
and mountain canyons, arguing that these later would be important for flood con-
trol as well. Olmsted-Bartholomew recognized that funding their ambitious plan
would be difficult, but recommended an increase in the annual tax rate of ten to
fifteen cents to acquire and develop a complete park system, including parkway
reservations. Today, tax payers have resorted to the initiative process to place park
bonds on the ballot as the restrictions on property taxes imposed by voter in the 1978
passage of Proposition 13 have gradually shrunk park budgets at all levels.

Olmsted-Bartholomew believed that automobile ownership was only going to
grow and that providing scenic parkways with park lands along side them would
provide one way for people to experience nature in the city and allow the automo-
bilist to visually experience the splendid setting of the city. Interestingly, a number
of today’s major thoroughfares follow the Olmsted-Bartholomew routes, though
devoid of the parklands and without the views because of the development that has
ensued. Surely the Olmsted-Bartholomew plan was a product of its time, but the
region’s leaders have never again risen to the challenge of how to provide park space
in this city that is now both the second biggest metropolitan region in the United
States and one of the most spatially segregated in the nation. After the Watts riots of
1965 and the civil unrest of 1992, surveys taken in the most affected areas put the
need for parks in those neighborhoods above concerns about relations with the
police. While the Olmsted-Bartholomew plan may not have created many parks in
those areas, it did address the need for recreation facilities in all neighborhoods,
and specifically in those with areas that had less income.

Hise and Deverell’s introductory essay and concluding interview with Laurie
Olin—the preeminent landscape architect in our time—are thoughtful and thought
provoking, as well as eloquent. They show a fine understanding of Los Angeles
politics at the time and provide a plausible explanation for why the plan was
shelved. It is a wonderful contribution to understanding the current lack of parks in
the city, as well as a fine piece of historiography.

Reviewed by Stephanie PincetlStephanie PincetlStephanie PincetlStephanie PincetlStephanie Pincetl, Research Associate Professor of Geography, Coor-
dinator of the Sustainable Cities Program, University of Southern California. She
recently published Transforming California, a Political History of Land Use and
Development (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999) and has written about natural
resource management, democracy and citizenship, and land use.
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TTTTTechnologies of Landscape: Fechnologies of Landscape: Fechnologies of Landscape: Fechnologies of Landscape: Fechnologies of Landscape: From Reaping to Recyclingrom Reaping to Recyclingrom Reaping to Recyclingrom Reaping to Recyclingrom Reaping to Recycling. Edited by David E.
Nye. Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1999. 280 pp. Cloth $50.00, paper
$16.95.

Technologies of Landscape: From Reaping to Recycling, a collection of fourteen
essays edited by David E. Nye, emerged from a conference at Odense University
(Denmark) in 1997. The volume includes several essays on each of six themes:
ephemeral landscapes; inventing landscapes; resisting rural modernity; narrating
pollution; landscape as pathway; and touring landscapes. The authors come from a
wide range of disciplinary backgrounds including art history, American studies,
English, history, and sociology. The essays span agricultural technologies of the
preindustrial world to modern, high technology with a focus on the last 150 years,
particularly since 1930 in Britain and the United States.

This volume builds upon recent work by William Cronon, Simon Schama, and
others that has shown the ways in which nature is culturally constructed while
focusing specifically upon the relationship between landscape and technology.
The essays also contribute to a growing literature within technology studies that
focuses on relationships among culture, nature, and technology. In his introduc-
tion, Nye asserts that the volume’s authors reject placing landscape and technology
in opposition: “technology is not alien to landscape, but integral to it” (p. 10). He
also concisely outlines some of the major historiographical and methodological
issues in landscape studies and environmental history, a summary that will be
useful for students and scholars alike.

Because the strengths and weaknesses of each contribution can not be addressed
fully, a sampling of several essays offers just a taste of the volume. Stephen Mosley
offers a promising, but problematic essay on the ways in which contemporaries
narrated smoke pollution in nineteenth-century Manchester. He identifies two
narrative tropes: “wealth,” where pollution denoted prosperity and “waste,” where
health and environmental problems marked inefficient resource use. Although
Mosley persuasively argues that these narratives rationalized industrialization and
he identifies fascinating tensions between Victorian cleanliness and a general ac-
ceptance of smoke pollution, Mosley’s essay lacks sustained class and gender analy-
sis that might explain these narrative tropes and their persistence over time. He also
makes numerous assumptions about how workers responded to industrial pollution
and these predominately elite images.

Stuart Kidd provides an interesting study of how the American Farm Security
Administration (FSA) photographed the South between 1935 and 1943. Before 1942,
the FSA both celebrated and condemned the region as a “backward” landscape of
premodernity. Consequently, few photographs represented industrial environments
or mechanized agriculture. Kidd argues that World War II resolved the tensions
within the FSA’s views of the South: the region’s taming through technology and
industry brought it into America’s arsenal of democracy. Kidd’s analysis not only
offers an engaging history of the FSA’s photographic construction of the South dur-
ing the 1930s and 1940s, but also he persuasively explains why these images emerged
and changed over time. Nye’s essay on the reengineering of the Colorado River
explores similar tensions in representations of nature and technology when he
argues that the river was at once the subject of sublime contemplation and techno-
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logical improvement. Nye does not offer, however, much evidence as to why these
seemingly contradictory views persisted from the mid-nineteenth to the late twen-
tieth century, suggesting that his broad conclusions might overlook subtle changes
over time.

In his essay, Thomas Zeller examines how the Nazi regime sought to reconcile
nature and technology, epitomized by the autobahn, through its creation of a new
state and society. To carry out this objective, state engineering agencies hired land-
scape architects, but conflicts soon emerged between the two professional groups.
Although their particular designs differed, both professions invoked nature to jus-
tify their designs. In short, Zeller shows how both professions shared a commitment
to “German technology,” but they disagreed over what the landscape of the autobahn
should look like and which nature should serve as the basis for the new roadway.
Nonetheless, by tailoring nature through the highway’s design and the selection of
“German” plant species for landscaping, the Nazis hoped to strengthen the Aryan
race. Nazi propaganda thus created a myth of a nature-friendly autobahn that
masked not only a racialized society, but also a racialized nature.

Together, these essays highlight several important themes in landscape and tech-
nology studies. Several essays demonstrate clear divides between rural and urban
communities in their views of nature and technology. Fractures by class, gender,
and race further complicate simplistic conclusions about a culture’s views of nature
and technology. Other essays suggest important connections between representa-
tions of nature and notions of labor: Western images of nature often obscure the
labor of those who created that very landscape. In addition, the ways in which such
images, tropes, and metaphors describe the natural world often serve as powerful
narratives of naturalization and justification that rationalize human actions to
modify nature.

Many of these essays are case studies on the broad theme of “technology and
landscape.” With a few exceptions, most do not engage theoretically with some of
the broader questions that Nye raises in his introduction. On the whole, the volume
suggests that more work needs to be devoted to the relationship between narratives
of landscape and environmental change. How exactly do these tropes and represen-
tations of nature become inscribed in the landscape? How, in turn, do environmen-
tal processes undermine assumptions and narratives about nature? Most broadly,
this volume will be of interest to those scholars, teachers, and students in environ-
mental history, technology studies, and cultural studies. Selected essays will be
useful readings for classes in environmental history, American studies, and technol-
ogy studies.

Reviewed by Sara B. PritchardSara B. PritchardSara B. PritchardSara B. PritchardSara B. Pritchard, doctoral candidate in history at Stanford Univer-
sity who is completing her dissertation: “Recreating the Rhône: Nature and Tech-
nology in France after World War II.” Her research interests include environmental
history and the history of technology.

The Electric VThe Electric VThe Electric VThe Electric VThe Electric Vehicle and the Burden of Historyehicle and the Burden of Historyehicle and the Burden of Historyehicle and the Burden of Historyehicle and the Burden of History. By David A. Kirsch. New
Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 2000. xiii + 291 pp. Illustrations, maps,
figures, tables, notes, bibliography, index. Cloth $52.00, paper $20.00.
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David Kirsch takes a “social context” approach to the history of electric vehicles in
the United States, contending that early automobile makers could not have known
how their decisions would subsequently affect twentieth-century transportation in
America. Secondly, he shows that alternative developmental pathways other than
the internal combustion engine were available at the turn of the twentieth century.
And, finally, he argues there is “no such thing as an environmentally friendly auto-
motive technology” (p. 6). That is, Kirsch believes it is the scale of the automotive
transport system that is at issue, not internal combustion technology per se. The
alternative choice of steam or electricity motive power would still have created
serious, albeit different, environmental problems today.

Kirsch frames his study by adopting a “path dependence” argument that draws
upon a “systems” approach. That is, “no single person, law [of physics], or geologi-
cal factor was responsible for how the automotive industry developed” (p. 12). In
this view, the automobile was but one part of the transportation system. Once the
early decisions of the early systems builders and drivers were made, however, subse-
quent choices regarding the automotive system “were shaped by,” or became de-
pendent upon, “those who chose first” (p. 12), and that is the “burden” of history.

The core of the study consists of four chapter-length vignettes that depict the
socio-technical history of the electric vehicle and suggest the alternative transporta-
tion systems that might have been. Kirsch examines the history of the Electric
Vehicle Company (EVC), a consortium of electric cab companies in major East
Coast cities that sought to establish a unified service-based system. Kirsch attributes
the EVC plan’s ultimate failure (it operated successfully, at least in New York City,
until 1912) as much to social factors such as poor maintenance and driver training, as
to technical limits per se. One problem was the lack of long-term synergistic sup-
port for electric vehicles. Kirsch thus explores the history of the Electric Vehicle
Association of America, a trade organization of manufacturers, battery makers and
electric utilities. He notes that if it had been able to organize itself in 1900 rather
than 1910, there might have been the possibility of a self-sustaining, urban service
market independent of the fate of private electric passenger vehicles.

One of the more interesting chapters is on electric trucks, which maintained a
significant share of urban commercial markets until World War I. Their early suc-
cess, based on the idea of “separate spheres,” both between commercial vehicles
and passenger cars and among commercial vehicles themselves, quickly dissipated
following the successful demonstration of military trucks, and in the face of post-
war suburban growth, which emphasized distance and speed. Then emerging bat-
tery exchange systems were neither extensive enough nor sufficiently standardized
to compete with internal combustion trucks. Finally, Kirsch examines the larger
context in which vehicle types were competing, especially the importance of good
roads and fuel and charging facilities. Here the phenomenon of early touring en-
thusiasm presented a special problem for the electric vehicle industry. In general,
gasoline and steam vehicles were well served by the turn-of-the-century infrastruc-
ture, while by comparison electrics were not. In the end, choosing a car meant
buying into the whole system, and if touring was important, as it was to at least
many people in principle, even if not in frequent practice, then “electric touring
was putting electrons before the wire” (p. 188).
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In the final section of the study, Kirsch turns to more contemporary transporta-
tion issues, based on what he sees as the “burden of history.” Electric vehicles have
long suffered from unfulfilled expectations—the “better battery bugaboo,” a belief
that success was always “just around the corner” (pp. 206–7). In the face of the
embedded technical momentum of internal combustion vehicles, Kirsch warns
that we should be wary of promised technological breakthroughs. Nonetheless,
Kirsch is intrigued by today’s hybrid vehicles, and he explores the possibility of
“hybrid households,” where multiple engine types within a hybrid transportation
system might be possible. In his view, “the long-run prospects for increasing electri-
fication of the national transportation system are good” (p. 239), but because of the
issue of scale, this does not necessarily mean the system’s environmental impact
will necessarily be benign, only different. He concludes that technological diver-
sity, in the face of an otherwise “path-dependent world dominated by large techno-
logical systems,” may be “the best insurance against unwanted technological surprises”
(p. 240).

In summary, Kirsch effectively shows us that society made transportation choices
from among an array of alternatives. While by no means technologically determin-
istic, those choices, when situated within a wider systems context and expanded by
growth to a much larger scale than originally anticipated, have nonetheless created
our present historic burden. From that burden, however, there are important con-
temporary lessons to be learned regarding future technological choice.

Reviewed by Stephen H. CutcliffeStephen H. CutcliffeStephen H. CutcliffeStephen H. CutcliffeStephen H. Cutcliffe, director of the Science, Technology, and
Society Program at Lehigh University where he teaches the history of technology
and environmental history. He is the author of Ideas, Machines, and Values: An
Introduction to Science, Technology, and Society Studies (Rowman & Littlefield,
2000) and co-editor with Carl Mitcham of Visions of STS: Counterpoints in Sci-
ence, Technology, and Society Studies (SUNY Press, 2001).

WWWWWomen Pioneers for the Environmentomen Pioneers for the Environmentomen Pioneers for the Environmentomen Pioneers for the Environmentomen Pioneers for the Environment. By Mary Joy Breton. Boston: Northeast-
ern University Press, 1998. xiv + 322 pp. Illustrations, notes, select bibliography,
index. Cloth $35.00, paper 16.95.

Those looking for evidence of women’s commitment to a healthy environment
will find a wide array of examples in Breton’s Women Pioneers for the Environ-
ment. Breton’s assembly of women environmental activists offers both the scholar
and casual reader an inspiring array of female environmental torchbearers who
overcame daunting odds to protect and restore the environment. In the process, she
offers answers to the questions of what is different about women’s environmental
activism, what motivates them, and how they persevere in their efforts. Although
they originate from western and nonwestern countries, were of many races and
creeds, and have been active both centuries ago and in contemporary memory,
Breton illustrates their common qualities and characteristics, sensitivities and in-
sights, value systems and worldviews. This cast of forty-two activists demonstrates
how women have stepped out of traditional roles and created profound changes,
how their unique perspective was excluded from decision making, and how they
made themselves heard so that they could effect change.
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The book begins by introducing the Chipko movement of India, effectively
demonstrating that environmental activism is not just a recent white western women’s
“tree-hugging” movement; that the epithet “tree hugger” has in fact a long and
distinguished history in the narrative of environmental consciousness that is de-
scended from women. In the first chapter, her six-woman portrait of activism pro-
vides a stirring connection between women of different cultures and time periods,
effectively setting up Breton’s argument that there is a unique women’s perspective
on the activism on behalf of the environment: that it is often informal, cooperative,
nonviolent, and resistance oriented.

Breton’s panorama of women activists demonstrate how women’s collective
groups effect long-term change, that they were often highly educated scientific
leaders who coined some of the terms we use today (ecology), but that they were
just as likely to be everyday women. Breton’s examples offer evidence that environ-
mental issues were easily cast as women’s status and class issues, and that environ-
mental causes were at the core of the women’s issues in societies around the world.
Inherent in these problems, Breton asserts, is male mechanistic thinking; regardless
of their culture, women are portrayed as thinking in different contextual arrange-
ments. Women’s thinking leads to a different approach in solving ethical, ecologi-
cal, and economic problems, and has the positive benefit of doubling society’s
ability to solve problems. Breton’s women activists illustrate that today the chal-
lenge of environmental health is in maintaining a quality of life eroded by the
weakening of the total human body through long-term chemical pollution. Fi-
nally, Breton’s array of activists prove that many women of color and the working
class have combated tremendous odds in order to shoulder the cause of environ-
mental justice and health.

Breton points to population growth as the single contemporary issue that con-
nects all women with environmental concerns. Women’s environmental work un-
derscores the importance of nongovernmental organizations that are local, grassroots,
and activist. Even as women are visionaries for the future, Breton portrays contem-
porary environmental issues as under threat by the corporate stranglehold world-
wide. Breton asserts that it is the ecofeminist rationale, in which women’s views of
security, growth, and development is based on quality of life as it affects the ability
to provide for a healthy family, that is the touchstone for women’s energy in fight-
ing for the environment. This touchstone connects women of all classes, ages,
nationalities, and creeds and links them together in service of a healthy environ-
ment. The books ends on a hopeful note and reminds the reader that it is women
leading the way toward a more healthy planet.

Breton undertakes a monumental task in assembling so many women environ-
mentalists under the rubric of ecofeminism, and this categorization may in some
examples be an overreach. Those seeking detailed biographies must search further
afield, but Breton provides an adequate bibliography for the purpose. This inspir-
ing book provides women, in particular, with a connection to environmental pur-
posefulness that few encyclopedic or scholarly works have offered the historian or
the lay reader. Importantly, it places them in a refreshing context that takes place
outside the white male American environmental narrative, in the process linking
women of diverse backgrounds into a network of environmental consciousness.
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Reviewed by Cynthia Watkins RichardsonCynthia Watkins RichardsonCynthia Watkins RichardsonCynthia Watkins RichardsonCynthia Watkins Richardson, who is a Ph.D. candidate in history at
the University of Maine, where she is researching and writing the life of environ-
mentalist Cordelia Johnson Stanwood of Ellsworth Maine (1865–1958). She is a co-
editor of H-Environment, a discussion network at the H-Net Humanities and Social
Sciences Online Network.

William Henry Holmes and the RedWilliam Henry Holmes and the RedWilliam Henry Holmes and the RedWilliam Henry Holmes and the RedWilliam Henry Holmes and the Rediscovery of the American Wiscovery of the American Wiscovery of the American Wiscovery of the American Wiscovery of the American West. est. est. est. est. By Kevin
J. Fernlund. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2000. xvii + 300 pp.
Maps, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95.

William Henry Holmes came full circle in his long life. As a young man he became
an accomplished artist. In his closing years he served as director of the Smithsonian’s
National Gallery of Art. In the lengthy intervening decades, he followed career
paths in geology and ethnology, most notably as head of the Bureau of American
Ethnology. He published widely and was on the best of terms with America’s
scientific elite. He was in many ways, one of those dedicated, late-nineteenth-
century, Renaissance men who shaped the West through action and thought.

For these reasons and others, we welcome this biography by Kevin Fernlund.
Joan Mark’s work Four Anthropologists: An American Science in its Early Years
(New York: Science History Publications, 1980) provided readers with a brief sketch
of Holmes’s remarkable career, but it fell short in many respects. Fernlund has filled
in the many gaps with his full, and sometimes critical, analysis of Holmes’s profes-
sional life. It is evident that Holmes’s contributions in scientific art and archaeol-
ogy (stratigraphy) were obscured by his dedication to two discounted anthropological
theories. First, he maintained that human occupancy of the American continents
was only a few thousand years. Throughout his Washington, D.C.–based career, he
rejected theories of ancient peoples, calling such theories the “antiquity phantom”
(p. 139). Second, his reputation suffered from his commitment to cultural evolu-
tion: that is, the idea that cultures progressed “through the prolonged stages of
savagery and barbarism to the borderland of civilization” (p. 214). Although he was
well acquainted with the German-born Franz Boas, Holmes did not embrace Boas’s
ideas of cultural relativism, which have all but replaced evolutionism.

Although his dedication to discounted theories hurt his reputation, his artistic
talent and his geological work enhanced it. Most historians of the American West
are familiar with his Grand Canyon collaboration with Clarence Dutton, which
resulted in literal transcripts from nature which are masterpieces. Some might
critique Holmes’s work as too scientific, but he was committed to art for “documen-
tation” rather than “embellishment” (p. 117). Not even the camera and its glass plate
photography could compare with Holmes’s panoramas drawn with such meticu-
lous detail. Unfortunately, in this book the press made a penny-wise decision by
printing Holmes’s extraordinary art in miniature (2" x 4" or smaller)! It is a model of
how not to present great art.

What emerges from this well-written biography is a man, like his mentors Ferdinand
Hayden, Clarence King, and John Wesley Powell, who thoroughly enjoyed the
“yin-yang change” of the “sedentary comforts of Washington to the hard round of
fieldwork in the West” (p. 45). He accomplished much in both places. The reader
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only wishes that we might have a glimpse of his personal life, to give a full measure
of this man. How did he interact with his loved ones? Why did his wife Kate only
appear as the recipient of his rather scientific letters? Why did his two sons go
unmentioned until the final page? Perhaps neither Holmes nor his family members
wrote of each other, but that in itself is revealing.

William Henry Holmes has waited many decades for a biography. Kevin
Fernlund’s fine work fills that void and helps round out our understanding of the
scientific discovery of the West, of Meso-America, and the whole continent. Holmes
was occasionally wrong, but he had the courage and conviction to advance his
theories and beliefs. That is, after all, the nature and the progress of knowledge.

Reviewed by Robert W. RighterRobert W. RighterRobert W. RighterRobert W. RighterRobert W. Righter, Research Professor of History at Southern Meth-
odist University. His co-edited work, Wind Energy In View: Balancing Nature and
Need, is in press.

The Great Smokies: FThe Great Smokies: FThe Great Smokies: FThe Great Smokies: FThe Great Smokies: From Natural Habitrom Natural Habitrom Natural Habitrom Natural Habitrom Natural Habitat to National Pat to National Pat to National Pat to National Pat to National Parkarkarkarkark. By Daniel S.
Pierce. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2000. xviii + 254 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. Cloth $40.00, paper $18.95.

The Great Smokies is a history of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park (GSMP)
and a study of long-term environmental change. Author David S. Pierce seeks to
understand the park as a form of land use, how human use of the park affects the
environment, and larger issues such as the role of GSMP in shaping National Park
Service management policies. The result is an informative volume that offers new
insights on the founding of the park but overlooks important questions about the
development of the national park system in the eastern United States.

Pierce is at his best when writing about environmental change. He takes up the
story eight thousand years ago, when humans first settled in the Smokies, and con-
vincingly demonstrates that the impact of human activity increased with the arrival
of each new group of people in the region. Native American hunting, farming, and
burning practices had limited effects on the land; European settlers brought more
intensive forms of agriculture and domesticated animals, broadening “the scope of
human impact” (p. xv). Commercial logging operations, which arrived in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, caused unprecedented changes and left
in their wake a denuded, eroded landscape. By the mid-1920s only a third of the
original forest cover remained, let alone many places that could legitimately be
called wilderness.

According to Pierce, the movement that resulted in the founding of the park was
driven by a coalition made up of a few outdoor enthusiasts and a larger, more
influential faction of regional boosters. Some of those involved were motivated
solely by a desire to preserve the natural beauty of the Smokies, but most saw the
park as a tool for securing the economic future of the region. The economic gains
that had come with the timber companies were certain to be short-lived; the com-
panies would leave as soon as the forests were gone, taking with them vitally needed
jobs and capital. Boosters therefore turned to the idea of a national park, which
promised to expand the region’s tourist industry and make the scenery of the Smokies
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“an endlessly productive resource” (p. 33). Their efforts, Pierce writes, “reflected not
so much a love of the land as a desire to see the regional economy grow and finally
become part of the national economic mainstream” (pp. xv–xviii).

The founding of the park created new economic opportunities and new prob-
lems. The forced removal of residents from the park, which Pierce describes with
sensitivity in a chapter appropriately named “The Barbarism of the Huns,” proved
controversial and left enduring scars. Park Service officials struggled to formulate
management policies that balanced the seemingly incongruous goals of promoting
tourism while at the same time preserving the natural scenery for future genera-
tions. In fact, Pierce finds that the park has been only partially successful in protect-
ing the environment: air pollution, exotic pests and diseases, and eight million
annual visitors continue to have a significant impact on the landscape. Pierce’s
arguments are generally convincing, and his thorough research allows him to tell
the story of the park in rich detail.

Nonetheless, the book is not without its shortcomings. The most troubling is a
lack of context on important issues that undermines his efforts to demonstrate
GSMP’s influence on NPS managerial policies. For example, Shenandoah National
Park is identified as GSMP’s “sister park” (p. 129), but Pierce fails to explain that it had
similar origins, developed contemporaneously, encompassed similar resources, and
doubtless presented many of the same challenges to park officials. It is particularly
striking that in an otherwise excellent discussion of the displacement of area resi-
dents after the park’s founding, Pierce never mentions that the same events took
place at Shenandoah with an equally acrimonious outcome. Because of such over-
sights, Pierce at times seems to treat GSMP as an isolated experiment in park develop-
ment rather than part of an expanding system of national parks in the East. A
broader perspective would have undoubtedly strengthened the author’s analysis of
many issues.

These reservations aside, The Great Smokies is a valuable addition to the litera-
ture on the development of the national park system in the East. It provides the
most detailed history of GSMP available to date and will appeal to general as well as
academic audiences.

Reviewed by Daniel J. VivianDaniel J. VivianDaniel J. VivianDaniel J. VivianDaniel J. Vivian. Mr. Vivian is a historian with the State Historic
Preservation Office of the South Carolina Department of Archives and History. A
former research associate at the National Center for Preservation Technology and
Training, his research interests include the national parks.

Cattle, DeforestCattle, DeforestCattle, DeforestCattle, DeforestCattle, Deforestation and Development in the Amazon: An Economation and Development in the Amazon: An Economation and Development in the Amazon: An Economation and Development in the Amazon: An Economation and Development in the Amazon: An Economic, Agro-ic, Agro-ic, Agro-ic, Agro-ic, Agro-
nomnomnomnomnomic and Environmentic and Environmentic and Environmentic and Environmentic and Environmental Pal Pal Pal Pal Perspectiveerspectiveerspectiveerspectiveerspective. By Merle D. Faminow. Oxon, U.K.:
CAB International (Center for Agriculture and Bioscience), 1998. x + 253 pp. Refer-
ences, index. Cloth $85.00.

ColonColonColonColonColonization as Exploization as Exploization as Exploization as Exploization as Exploitititititation in the Amazon Rain Fation in the Amazon Rain Fation in the Amazon Rain Fation in the Amazon Rain Fation in the Amazon Rain Forest, 1758–1911.orest, 1758–1911.orest, 1758–1911.orest, 1758–1911.orest, 1758–1911. By Robin
L. Anderson. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1999. x + 197 pp. Notes,
bibliography, index. $49.95.
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With all the attention given to environmental problems in the Amazonian rainforest
in the last few years, one could wonder what new angles have yet to be uncovered or
explored. Yet that is exactly what Merle Faminow and Robin Anderson have done
with their respective works—both of which are useful for historians, economists,
and those concerned about the state of the environment in tropical Brazil, or in
Latin America in general. The authors’ different backgrounds and disciplines
(Faminow an agricultural economist, and Anderson an historian) have understand-
ably informed the focuses, and the conflicting conclusions, of these two books.

In Colonization as Exploitation, Anderson examines the late colonial and early
national periods of Brazilian history (1758 to 1911)—an era too infrequently dis-
cussed in the literature on the Amazonian rainforest. Thus, in a noteworthy way, she
includes the story of the environment (deforestation, ecological change, impact of
development) as an important part of the overall history of Portugal’s and Brazil’s
efforts to settle Europeans and Euro-Brazilians on the Amazonian frontier. How-
ever, despite the book’s title, and without telling readers why, the only part of
Amazonia discussed is Pará—a large state at the mouth of the Amazon River that
extends west and south into the Brazilian interior. The book needs a subtitle ex-
plaining that this is a case study of Pará. Nor do the book’s maps place that state in
context with the rest of the nation or show other areas of the country to which she
often refers. For readers unfamiliar with Brazilian geography this inattention will
be confusing.

Anderson’s methodology, however, works well in unraveling the story. Bravely
stepping outside her profession in many ways, she uses statistical analysis (recogniz-
ing inherent problems of bias and margins of error) computed from municipal and
agricultural records, censuses, and colonization reports from archives in Belem, Rio
de Janeiro, and Lisbon. With those sources, she carefully puts together a broad
scene in which readers can come to understand the motives and, as she repeatedly
points out, the lessons of settlement ventures over time. “Promoters in the nine-
teenth century repeated the mistakes of the colonial officials before them,” she
writes, and “developers today have ignored the errors of all previous generations” (p.
ix). But while this history is hardly “a happy one,” as she states, at least it “may well
provide clues to prevent the failure of future endeavors” (pp. ix, 2).

And failures the colonization efforts were. Anderson details colonial policies,
the shifting boom/bust extractive efforts (including that of Brazil nuts, turtle oil,
tars and caulks, fishing, and plantation monocrops), and the role of the elites in
colonization. She also discusses Pará’s entrance into a world economy, and the
need for labor (African slaves, the push for European and North American settlers,
and the large-scale infusion of Brazilians from the drought-stricken Northeast). She
analyzes the displacement of Native peoples, and the resultant loss of traditional
agricultural methods, but occasionally falls into the trap of describing Amazonian
Indians as creatures in harmony with nature, a description avoided by most histori-
ans and anthropologists today. Chapters five and six deal more with policies, laws,
demographics, and subsequent living conditions of the newly settled communities.
She sums everything up by showing how some goals were achieved (settlements and
communities established), but how most were not (changing the rain forest in Pará
to a permanent agroexport-supported economy).

But it is in the epilogue where some of Anderson’s most useful analysis occurs.
Here Anderson unequivocally demonstrates the spirit of her profession: to show
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that lessons from history are more than interesting trivia; that their implications
should be considered for future policymaking. She presents useful information on
the ecological problems caused from development schemes in Pará, how the situa-
tion for Native peoples continues to worsen, and how “supersolutions” must be
developed, not just from looking at the mistakes from the 1970s and 1980s, but from
the “larger historical past” (p. 140).

In contrast, Merle Faminow’s book Cattle, Deforestation and Development in
the Amazon, argues that development in the Amazon has not been as bad as some
scholars would suggest. Using data specific to the cattle industry collected from all
nine states in Brazil’s Amazonia, Faminow shows that on a large, regional-scale
development can coexist with environmental protection. Many readers may be
suspicious of this conclusion, but the author goes out of his way to anticipate the
criticism. First, grounding his findings in the theory of “new resource economics,”
he debunks the idea that raising cattle in Amazonia has not been economically
advantageous—an argument often cited by cattle opponents who say that livestock
is both bad for the environment and for long-term economic benefits. Via first-
hand observations and an impressive array of interviews with local beef producers,
he finds that the benefits are great and continue to attract new people to the indus-
try. Second, he examines the state of the environment with in-depth analysis of
deforestation on a state-by-state basis. While he admits the extent of the destruction
is serious, he shows how many ranchers now practice “sustainable cattle produc-
tion” by adding perennial polyculture to their land use. This rotates cattle pastures
and adds to the economic benefits of the landholder by producing saleable crops
while at the same time restoring part of the ecological balance of the ranches.

Faminow’s book is loaded with excellent graphs, maps, and illustrations (almost
on every other page) which could be very useful for classroom use. However the
book’s style is a bit too technical and statistical for non-economists and undergradu-
ate students. Second, unlike Robin Anderson, Faminow finds that “glamoriz[ing]
traditional farming practices, potentially as practiced by Amerindians” (p. 47) in
the region is less productive and not as economically beneficial as some of the
more technological agriculture he supports. The problem in that argument that
goes insufficiently addressed in the book is the reliance on modern technology to
solve the agricultural and ecological dilemmas of the region. Is tech-transfer really
the answer? Likewise, the book’s conclusions could be misinterpreted by
policymakers to expand cattle production beyond what even Faminow would
endorse, leading to worse environmental conditions. But at least these ideas expose
readers to how economists consider these questions and could be used to generate
robust classroom discussion.

Reviewed by Sterling Evans,Sterling Evans,Sterling Evans,Sterling Evans,Sterling Evans, who teaches Latin American and environmental
history at Humboldt State University in northern California. He is the author of
The Green Republic: A Conservation History of Costa Rica (Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1999), and is completing a manuscript on the history and ecology of the
Yucatán henequen industry.




